
The original and best, Paintainer® is the perfect plastic packaging solution for paint 
- leak free and suited for tinting machines. An elegant and straight sided design 
ensures a premium brand display.

Excellent functionality  
and design

When looking for a container made 
of plastic for paint, consider the sleek 
Paintainer® with a straight sided 
design. It offers superb options for 
outstanding decoration.

 
Paint the easy way

This brilliant container is especially 
suitable for paint and surface 
coatings and meets all requirements 
for this type of content. Among the 
great qualities of Paintainer® is that 
the container is very easy to stack, 
handle and transport. The internal 
design is smooth and there is no risk  
of bulbing.

A multiple award winner
Paintainer® has been recognised for 
its outstanding qualities multiple 
times: It holds a Scanstar from 
Scandinavia’s most distinguished 
packaging competition and the 
related important international 
distinction, namely a WorldStar. 
Another seal of excellence was 
achieved when Paintainer® was 
honoured with the prestigious iF 
award and further on with the Green 
Apple award for its environmental 
properties. Paintainer has also been 
nominated for the BCF Sustainable 
Innovation Award for its version with 
25% inclusion of post-consumer 
recycled plastic. 

User-friendly packaging
Conveniently, end users can 
open and close the container 
without the use of any tool and 
Paintainer® makes a reassuring 
click-sound when closing it. A 
ready-mounted plastic handle 
- available in colours - provides 
for great comfort. Another 
practical advantage is that the 
ring does not get dirty during 
emptying and pouring thanks to 
a high rim.

High speed at the  
filling line

In the filling line Paintainer® 
generally fits the existing 
equipment without much 
alteration and the filling speed 
means efficiency for the supply 
chain. Paintainer® is available in 
a range of 14 sizes from 400 ml 
to 6.4 litres. 

FlakeFree®

If you are a paint producer you 
will appreciate the flake free 
texture on the inside of some 
of our Paintainer® solutions 
FlakeFree® which prevents dry 
paint flakes from falling into 
the content. Also, it is a shock 
resistant packaging suitable for 
tinting machines.

Key Benefits 
 Premium visual brand 

presentation 

 Cost competitive 

 Available in all colours, 
including metallic finishes 

 Low noise level on filling lines 

 Light weight ensures easy 
handling and transportation

 Liquid tight – also during tinting

 Can be opened and closed 
without use of any tool

 Photographic IML decoration  
on all sizes

 Perfectly suited for  
Pan-European branding 
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Subject to typographic errors and changes in production and product programme

Please consult the technical data sheet of the specific product 
sizes for detailed information

Lids Bases FlakeFree®

Volume  
under lid (ml)

Dim.
(mm) Base Pry-off EasyToOpen Tintable Decoration Handle

Paintainer Cylindrical
400 Ø98 576 581 - Yes IML - -
500 Ø108 544 567 - Yes IML - -
700 Ø98 575 581 - Yes IML - -
800 Ø98 577 581 - Yes IML - -

1100 Ø108 541 567 - Yes IML - -
1100 Ø115 1L 115 PT 115 U - Yes IML - -
2700 Ø157 2.5L 157 ST 157 U - Yes IML Plastic -
2700 Ø157 551 552 - Yes IML Plastic -
3200 Ø157 3L 157 LT 157 U - Yes IML Plastic -
5300 Ø180 980 981 - Yes IML Plastic -
5400 Ø180 5L 180 ST 180 U - Yes IML Plastic -
6400 Ø180 6L 180 ST 180 U - Yes SAL Plastic -

Paintainer Plus Cylindrical
500 Ø108 9405 - 9510 Yes IML - -
800 Ø98 9408 - 9505 Yes IML - -

1100 Ø108 9410 - 9510 Yes IML - -
2500 Ø157 9425 - 9525 Yes IML Plastic No/Yes
2800 Ø180 9429 - 9550 Yes IML Plastic Yes/Yes
5000 Ø180 9451 - 9550 Yes IML Plastic Yes/No

IML = In-Mould Labelling               SAL = Self Adhesive Labelling
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